
 

SHACMAN Chassis Concrete Mixer Truck For Sale

GOOD QUALITY THE SHACMAN CHASSIS CONCRETE TRANSIT
MIXER

MITNIK SHANCMAN series concrete mixer truck has 8 m3, 9 m3, 10 m3, 12 m3, 14 m3, 16 m3 various
models, can choose according to user's special chassis supporting any mixing vehicle at home and
abroad. The mixing drum drive system adopts imported from the United States or Germany closed
hydraulic system pump, motor, reducer, form a complete set of hydraulic accessories such as tank,
radiator, filter, hose connector also all adopt the imported parts, hydraulic system to ensure long
service life.

Concrete mixing truck is composed of automobile chassis and concrete mixing transportation special
device. The production of concrete mixer truck chassis with vehicle manufacturers to provide second
class of general chassis. Its special institutions mainly including the power take-off, mixing drum front
and back holder, reducer, hydraulic system, mixing barrel, operating mechanism, cleaning system,
etc.

Working principle is that by taking power device to take out car chassis power, and drive hydraulic
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system of the variable pump, the mechanical energy into hydraulic energy to quantitative motor,
motor and drive reducer, driven by speed reducer mixing plant, for mixing concrete.

On the basis of absorbing domestic and foreign advanced technology developed by itself. This
products are mainly applied to the mixing of concrete mix of long-distance transmission, can delay
the initial set of concrete effectively, avoid the stratification and segregation of concrete, ensure the
quality and speed of the be on probation.

Mixing drum shell variable parameters and double logarithmic spiral blade, are produced by special
fine grained wear-resistant steel manufacturing, in the wear and tear of parts such as feed hopper
and discharge hopper chute and touching part of concrete are also labeled as wear-resistant steel
plate, so that the product has long service life. In the drum inside is set muti pieces mixing arm, at the
same time on the mixing blade with a square hole in the reasonable arrangement and round hole, the
concrete in the real 3D within the cylinder of mixing work,discharge residual rate is almost zero, and
maximum limit to prevent concrete segregation. Activity discharging chute can lock up and around in
different position, so as to realize the different azimuth of unloading operation, the entire car uses
the shot peening process of the lacquer that bake, with beautiful modelling elegance, rotary is stable
and reliable, rapid discharge and low residual rate, simple operation, long service life.
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Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1278
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